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Making decisions in areas of uncertainty is
one of the more challenging aspects of free
will in general and medicine in particular.
This is especially the case when those deci-
sions relate to matters of life and death.
Finegold et al1 present a paper in Open Heart
that may considerably complicate a scenario
usually thought of as relatively straightfor-
ward, namely, the decision to start primary
prevention therapy with statins to reduce the
risk of death from cardiovascular disease
(CVD).
At the heart of the study is a computer

model generated from national mortality sta-
tistics and a validated cardiovascular risk
score. A hypothetical population is generated
with known probabilities of cardiovascular
and non-cardiovascular death (eg, 1000
50-year-old male non-smokers with normal
cholesterol and blood pressure). These prob-
abilities are used to calculate the lifespans of
the imagined individuals in this population.
The risk of cardiovascular death is then
reduced (simulating the effect of statin
therapy) and the model run again to see
what the effect is on the lifespan of each
person. The important thing to realise is that
with these models it is possible to examine
and re-examine the lifespans of the same set
of individuals over and over while altering
the variables and observing the effects.
Clearly, such experiments are not possible
using actual human beings.
There are a number of key findings. First,

in any group of individuals with a given risk
of CVD, only a few gain any lifespan from
reducing their CVD risk, with the vast major-
ity seeing no increase at all. Second, in a
group with a higher level of CVD risk, there
are greater proportions of people who
benefit, with those who do benefit tending
to gain a similar amount of lifespan regard-
less of CVD risk level. Finally, it shows that
starting therapy earlier in life gives a greater
increase in lifespan than starting it later.
Conclusions such as this have important

implications for clinical practice and so
should not be accepted unthinkingly. It is

important to remember that, even though
the paper is based on real UK mortality
figures, the findings are the result of hypo-
thetical modifications of these. It is a statis-
tical thought experiment. The biggest flaws
in any model such as this lie in the implicit
assumptions, and there are a few here that
warrant discussion.
First, the model treats the risks of cardio-

vascular and non-cardiovascular mortality as
independent of each other. This is not the
case in reality and examples can be given.
The authors acknowledge the existence of
confounding factors, such as smoking—a
factor that certainly increases the risk of
death from CVD but also increases the risk
of death from chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and cancer. Therefore, a smoker,
compared to a non-smoker, might gain more
lifespan from starting a statin due to his or
her increased CVD risk but, conversely,
could gain less due to the increased risk of
dying from something else.
The co-existence of multiple disease pro-

cesses is also a confounder in itself. Official
statistics rely largely on data from death certi-
fication by doctors where a proximal cause
of death is designated in section 1 and other
contributing diseases are designated in
section 2. The section 1 disease is usually
reported in official statistics as the cause of
death,2 and this is what is used in Finegold
et al’s model to distinguish between CVD and
non-CVD risk. However, actual pathophysi-
ology does not proceed in this manner. A
patient with ischaemic heart disease who also
suffers from multiple chronic pathologies in
other organ systems will, unfortunately, have
a worse prognosis than the same patient with
the same severity of ischaemic heart disease
alone. The former patient’s demise might be
statistically coded as being primarily cardio-
vascular or non-cardiovascular depending on
the circumstances, but the reality is that such
a person dies from the accumulated physio-
logical burden of multiple disease processes
rather than the linear progression of each
pathology individually. To put it another way,
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reducing the risk of dying from one disease will reduce
the risk of dying from any disease. It is difficult to know
the extent of these interactions in individuals let alone in
populations. The effect is that the gain in lifespan from
reducing CVD risk is going to be more widespread than
that predicted by Finegold et al’s model.
A large proportion of the population on whom the

model’s numbers are based will already have been on
primary prevention therapy. Data from 2006/2007
suggest around 10% of the population were then taking
statins.3 There is likely to be a higher proportion today,
with changes in clinical guidelines and measures to intro-
duce adherence to these. This means that for some
patients the benefit of taking a statin was already
included before the model applied a further reduction
in CVD mortality. Since CVD risk in these people without
statins may have been higher, this again would make the
benefits of statin therapy more widespread.
Many will argue that quality of life is as important as

quantity. The model provides no data on the effect on
the length of time lived without disability, yet many
people worry about this as much or more so than about
death itself. It would be fair say that someone with a
lower risk of death from CVD is also at a lower risk of dis-
ability from the same cause—such as from symptoms of
tiredness and shortness of breath from heart failure or
the weakness associated with ischaemic stroke. These ben-
efits would extend beyond those who gain lifespan from
statin therapy to those who gain quality of life but not life
expectancy, also meaning benefits could be more wide-
spread than suggested by the model results.
Could the findings here be confirmed with data from

real people? It seems unlikely. Randomised controlled
trials are designed to balance confounding factors in dif-
ferent study populations whereas this type of analysis
requires them to be balanced between exactly matched
individuals. Trials also follow for a fixed period of time
rather than the entire lives of the population studied,
and so will struggle to directly measure lifespan gain.
Confirmation might be possible by retrospectively match-
ing patients and extrapolating from existing trial data-
bases though this would introduce a very large degree of
bias, and even if it were possible would still not give
perfect matches. A prospective study to test this would
require the randomisation of large numbers of exactly
matched individuals to be followed for an extended
period of time. Aside from the practical complexities of
recruiting such a population, conducting such a study
would probably not be ethical.
Although significant, these critiques are unlikely to

change the headline conclusions of the study. At most,
they would make the numerical results in real life differ-
ent to those produced in the model. Since the extent of
these effects is unknown, it is not feasible to apply error
bars to the estimates of lifespan gain.
Broadly accepting the results leads to challenging ques-

tions for producing clinical guidelines on the primary
prevention of CVD. Those who benefit from statin

therapy benefit more if it is started earlier. Therefore it
could be argued that focusing on lifetime risk makes
more sense than looking at risk over a fixed period of
time, as is currently the case. The problem with this is
that, as the authors state, the lifetime CVD mortality risk
for the average man is 37%. With an average risk level so
high, how is one to set a threshold beyond which therapy
is appropriate and below which it is not? With this
approach, these drugs could be advisable for virtually
everyone. To many people this would feel like a step too
far in our increasingly medicalised world.
Perhaps a better option is to share these decisions with

patients so they can be made in collaboration, depending
on the patients’ own risk levels and how they weigh these
up. Previous work by the same research group has gone
some way in quantifying that many patients would not
want to take medications for the rest of their lives even
for a given gain in life expectancy.4 The threshold at
which medication becomes worthwhile varies between
individuals. The current paper complicates the matter
further as it may not be a guarantee of a certain gain in
life expectancy that medicine offers. Rather, it is the
smaller probability of a larger lifespan gain balanced
against a larger probability of no gain. As the authors
show in their survey of public views, the two scenarios are
valued very differently between people. A 10% chance of
gaining 10 years is not valued in the same way as a 100%
chance of gaining 1 year, despite the mathematics sug-
gesting that they should be equal. Clear decision aids will
be needed to help people (and indeed, doctors) under-
stand the statistics as they apply to their own selves and to
balance this against their own view of the downsides of
taking a medication.
Finally, it is worth considering that the effects demon-

strated here may not apply only to the particular scen-
ario of statin therapy but to other medical decisions and
even other areas of medicine such as screening for the
early detection of cancer.5 The study highlights the
problem of focusing on disease-specific mortality rather
than total mortality in the evidence used to recommend
various medical interventions. The two measures are
taken as similar but they do not necessarily follow each
other as well as researchers would sometimes like to
think.
Discussions around the clinical use of statins often gen-

erate a wide variety of views, with the drugs portrayed as
either being lifesaving or harmful, depending on what
you read.6 For any changes to existing practice to be
useful, a wide discussion is needed, including the
medical community and the general public. Further work
is needed to apply and explain these results in conversa-
tions with individual patients, including reference to the
limitations and uncertainty of the data. The authors have
generously published the full code of their statistical
model with open access so others are able to develop
their own findings from the work.
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